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The author reports on old work of his on the transcendency of functions 
satisfying functional equations like 
He suggests a number of directions in which this work might possibly be 
extended. 
Recently, in a short paper, W. Schwarz [9] established a number of 
results on irrationality and transcendency of values of the function 
Gk(z) = f zkh/(l - zkh) 
h=O 
at certain rational points z; here k denotes a fixed integer 2 2. Schwarz 
also considered the analogous problem for p-adic numbers. He gives in 
his paper references to earlier work by S. Chowla [Z], P. Erdos [2], 
P. Erdos and E. G. Straus [3], and S. W. Golomb [4]. 
Surprisingly, Schwarz does not mention three papers of mine, 
Mahler [N?], of almost 40 years ago in which the problem of the trans- 
cendency of functions like Gk(z) was solved for all algebraic values of z, 
and very general theorems were proved. In this note I shall therefore give 
a short account of my old work and make suggestions for further 
investigations. 
1. Denote by 
where n 2 1, a set of n independent complex variables, by E the n x n unit 
matrix, by 
Q = (o=& and Qk = (0;:)) (k = 1,2,3,. . .) 
an n x n matrix with non-negative integral elements, and its kth power, 
and by 
z’ = Qkz 
61% 
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the transformation 
oz = 1,2,. . .,rr 
k = 1,2,3,. . . ’ 
Let further pl, pz,. . . , p,, be the roots of the characteristic equation 
IQ-pE/ = 0, 
numbered such that 
jPl/ 2 /Pz\ 2 . . . 2 ]Pnl. 
In addition, the matrix S2 is assumed to have the following properties. 
(I) : The root pl is real, positive, and greater than 1. 
This condition unfortunately excludes important cases like that of the 
matrix 
1 1 
c J 0 1’ 
and hence excludes Theta Functions from the consideration. 
(2): There is a neighbourhood U of the origin 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) in complex 
n-dimensional z-space such that 
ifzEUandk+ a~,thenQ~z+O. 
(3): One can formulate a set of conditions (C) for the point z with the 
following property. 
If 
F(z) =*go.. .kgoAk,. . .&ZF.. .z:n $0 
1 
is any power series convergeni for z E U, and $ z,, is any point in U 
which satisfies the conditions (C), then there exist arbitrarily large 
positive integers k such that 
F(c2kzJ g 0. 
My papers deal with two types of matrices Q having such properties. 
In Mahler [6] I established the following result. 
(A): Let the characteristic equation l!Z&-pEl = 0 be irreducible, and iet 
pl be greater than the absolute values of alI the other roots pZ,. . . , p,,. 
Then there exist n positive constants cl,. . . , c” depending only on 0, 
with the ,following property. 
Zf z0 is any point with complex coordinates zol,. . . , zoa such that 
~~~#O,...,~O”#O, Cl hi? [ZOl[ +. . . +L 1% lZO”l ‘c 09 
and zyF(z) is as in (3), then 
F(Qkzo) # 0 for all suficiently large positive integers k, 
34 
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The proof of (A) is elementary and depends only on classical properties 
of matrices. 
In the paper (Mahler [7]), Q was chosen differently. It was now assumed 
that all the roots pl,. . . , p” were equal to one and the same integer p 2 2 
and that, more specifically, the matrix Cl had the form 
(p 0 . . . 01 
0 p . . . 0 
Q=pE= . . . . 
. . 
\il iI . . . j) 
This case presented surprising arithmetic difficulties which were overcome 
by means of Siegel’s generalization of Thue’s theorem (Siegel [IO]). The 
following theorem of the form (3) could then be established where the 
coordinates of the point ze may now only be algebraic numbers. 
(B): Let z,, be a constant complex point with algebraic coordinates 
201,. * *, zon satisfying the inequahties 
0 -c /ZOl] -c 1,. . .,o < lZO”l < 1. 
Let there exist m algebraic numbers ZoI,. . . , Zo,,,, where 1 5 m 5 n, 
such that 
ZZl. . .z;; # 1 
for every set of m integers eI, . . . , e,,, not alI zero, and let further 
zoj#- Ol...Z52 - zml (h = 1,2,. . .,n) 
where the matrix (qe,,) possesses integral elements and the exact rank 
m. Assume, finally, that the function of m independent variables 
21,. * *, Z,,, de$ned by 
WI, . . . ,ZJ = F(zl,. . . , zJ, where Z~ = Z;lh. . .Zzmh 
(/2=1,2 ,..., n), 
does not vanish identically. 
Then there exists a sequence of arbitrarily large positive integers k 
for which 
F(fJkzo) # 0. 
Since its solution would allow to generalize the results of my papers, 
I propose as a first subject for further research the following problem. 
PROBLEM 1. To establish results similar to (A) and (B) for more general 
classes of matrices $2, 
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There is a chance that a recent theorem by Hornich [5] may be useful 
in such an investigation. It should be possible to deal at least with matrices 
like 
where Cl denotes a matrix as in the result (A). 
2. After additional restrictions were imposed on the function F(z) 
in my papers (Mahler [6, 7]), it became possible to show the transcendency 
of the values of this function at certain algebraic points zO, and it was 
even possible to extend this to certain linear combinations of such 
function values. 
These further restrictions are as follows. 
(4): The coeficients A,,, . . .,,” of F(z) lie in K, an algebraic number field 
of$nite degree of the rational$eld. 
(5) : The coordinates zO l,. . . , z,,” of zO are algebraic numbers and therefore, 
without loss of generality, are elements of K. 
(6): F(z) satisjies a factional equation 
5 @PW’ 
F(fzz) = lLO 
l~oWW’- 
Here 1 S m c pl, and the a,(z) and b,(z) are polynomial in zl,. . . , z” 
with algebraic coeficients which, without loss of generality, lie in K. 
(7): At least one of the two polynomials 
4~~ ~1 =l~o~~@h’ and B(z, u) =!io bl(z)u’ 
is of the exact degree m in u. Denote by A(z) the reszdtant of A(z, u) 
and B(z, u), and assume that A(z, u) and B(z, u) are relatively prime, 
hence that A(z) is not identically zero. In the two exceptionaI cases 
when either A(z, u), or B(z, u), are independent of u, dejine A(z) 
instead by 
A(z) = ao(z)b,,,(z) and A(z) = a,,,(z)bo(z), 
respectively. 
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(8) : The c0ordinute.s z,, I,. . . , zO,, of z0 are distinct from zero, and for every 
integer k 2 0 the point QkzO lies in the convergence region of F(z), 
and 
A(Qkz,J # 0. 
The main result of my two papers is now as follows. 
THJZOREM 1. If Q F(z), und z,, sutisjy the conditions (l)-(8), and {f F(z) 
is not an algebraic function of zI,. . . , z”, then F(z,,) is not an algebraic 
number. 
The proof of this theorem goes roughly as follows. Let p be a very large 
positive integer. It is then possible to construct p+ 1 polynomials 
~oC49 4w9 * * - > @I 
not all identically zero, at most of degree p in each of the variables 
21,. * *, z”, and with integral coefficients in K, such that the coefficients 
Bh, . . .hm in - 
J?&(z) =l$oA~(z)F(z)~ = f . . . fJ Bh, . ..&zy. . . z> h,=O ho=0 
satisfy the equations 
PI: &, . . .hn = 0 ifhl+. . . +h” S $$+(““! 
Since F(z) is a transcendental function, l&(z) cunnot vunish identicully. 
Let also k be a large positive integer. By the functional equation, 
where the uik)(z) and bik)(z) are polynomials with integral coefficients in K. 
One easily can find majorants for these polynomials and their conjugates 
relative to K. The same holds for the polynomials B?)(z) in the 
expressions 
(10): $?(z) = ( t;Ob:k)(z)F(z)l)p - EP(S2kz) = F;Bjk) (z)F(z)‘. 
Substitute here for z the constant algebraic point ze, and assume that 
F(z,,) is not a transcendental number, but is an algebraic number which, 
without loss of generality, likewise lies in K. 
It follows easily from the property (8) that 
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Further, by the property (3) applied to the function I&(z), there are 
arbitrarily large positive integers k for which 
Ep(Qkzo) # 0. 
For each such value of k, the right-hand side of (IO) is then distinct from 
zero. This right-hand side of (10) is a number in K, and the earlier 
majorants enable us to determine upper estimates for the absolute values 
of its conjugates relative to K. Therefore, by the usual norm procedure, 
one can find a positive constant cl independent of k and p, such that 
On the other hand, one can deduce from (9) and from the majorants that 
\Eg)(zo)] 5 exp (- c2p1 +C1’“)p!), 
where c2 is a second positive constant which is independent of k and p. 
Therefore, if p is sufficiently large, and k tends to infinity, a contradiction 
arises. 
3. Let us, by way of example, apply Theorem 1 to the function 
G,Jz) considered by Schwarz. In this case, n = 1; 0 is the 1 x 1 matrix (k); 
Gk(z) satisfies the functional equation 
(Qz = zk) ; 
and A(z) = (1 -z)‘, Further the series Gk(z) converges for 1~1 K 1. The 
theorem implies therefore the following result which includes the theorems 
by Schwarz. 
If z0 is any real or compIex algebraic number satisfying 0 K lzOi c 1, 
then the function value Gk(zO) is trancendental. 
Since Theorem 1 is very general, one can deduce from it many other 
examples of this kind; for such, I refer to my two papers. 
It has, however, some interest to mention one generalization of the 
property of Gk(z) just stated. 
Let zI,. . ., z” be again n independent complex variables, and let 
4,. . ., a,, be any n algebraic numbers distinct from zero. The function 
@I = hi1 ah GkbJ 
satisfies the functional equation 
F(Qz) = F(z)- i ahzh(l-z&-r 
k=l 
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where CI now denotes the n x n matrix 
We are thus now in the case studied in (B), and there is no difficulty in 
deducing from Theorem 1 the following result. 
Let zol,. . ., zO,, be n real or complex algebraic numbers such that 
0 -c IZOl] -c 1,. . .,o < ]ZO”j < 1. 
Let further 
zf& . . .Z?” # 1 
for alI integers el, . . . , e,, not all zero. Then, $al,. . ., a,, are any algebraic 
numbers distinct from zero, the expression 
&ah Kohl 
is a transcendental number. 
It would, in fact, suffice to assume that none of the quotients 
Iok? ZOh 
log z. j’ 
where h # j, is an integral power of k. 
4. For a more restricted type of functional equation, Theorem I 
can be replaced by a much stronger result, as I showed in my paper 
(Mahler [a]). 
Let the matrix Q still be as in (A); thus the equation ]a-pE] = 0 is 
irreducible, and its root pi > 1 is greater than the absolute values of all 
the other roots. Further let [i,. , . , c” be the same positive numbers as 
in (A), Section 1. 
A rather involved proof leads then to the following result. 
THEOREM 2.Let 
ai > 0,. . .,am > 0 
be m algebraic constants, and let 
Wk. . . , h,,W 
be m rational functions of zl, . . . , z,, with algebraic coeficients such that 
bl(z) = . . . = b,,,(z)=0 ifz=O=(O,...,O). 
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L-et 
fp(z) =hzo. . .fo@. .&zy. . .z:n (p = 1,2,. . .,m) 
be m power series ‘with aliebraic coej’icients which satisfy the functional 
equations 
fpW = a&&W + ~,M cp=Lz...,~l, 
and converge in a neighbourhood of z = 0. Assume further that these 
functions are algebraically independent over the field of rational functions 
of z1,. * -3 z,, with complex coeficients. 
Next let z,, be a complex point with algebraic coordinates zoI,. . . , zO” 
satisfying 
%I # 0,. . ., zon # 0, (1 log \Zcjlj -t . . . +Llog jZO”i -c 0, 
such that none of the points 
QkZo (k=O,l,2,...) 
is a singular point of any of the m rational functions bI(z), . . . , b,,,(z). Then 
the m function values 
fd~0~~ *. * J-A~O~ 
are algebraically independent over the field of rational numbers. 
In the same paper, I also proved that the m functions fl(z), . . . , fn,(z) 
of Theorem 1 can only then be algebraically dependent over the field of 
rational functions of zi, . . . , Z~ if either at least one of these functions is 
rational, or if there are two distinct suffixes p and v and two constants 
cl and cZ such that 
a* = aV and&(z) E cJV(z) + cZ identically in zi,. . . , z”. 
5. My paper (Mahler [8]) contained a number of applications of 
Theorem 1. Let us consider here an application of Schwarz’s func- 
tion G&Z). 
If D is the differential operator 
D=Zdt, 
Put 
Gkr(z) = DrGk(z) = 2 Dr(zkh(l -zkh)-I) (r=O,l,2 ,... ). 
h=O 
Then 
&o(Z) = %iZh 
and, for all r, Gkp(z) satisfies the functional equation 
Gkr(z) = D’{z(l -z)- ‘} + krGk,(zk) (r=O,l,2 ,... ). 
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Thus, with p = r+ 1 and for any positive integer m, 
aP = kP-’ and ~J.z) = DP-‘{z(l-z)-‘} (p= 1,2 ,..., m). 
It is known that the function Gk(z) cannot be continued beyond the unit 
circle. The same is therefore true for the functions Gk,P-l(z); these 
functions are then certainly not rational. Also the constants LZ~ are all 
distinct. Hence the result stated above implies that the functions 
GobL GlM~. . ., Grn~~~ 
are algebraically independent over the field of rational functions of z. 
Theorem 2 leads then immediately to the following result. 
Zf z,, is any real or complex algebraic number satisfying 0 -C lzoi c I, 
and tf m is any positive integer, then the m function values 
%o@oL %~~o~~~ . ., 6, m- I@O) 
are algebraically independent over the field of rational numbers. 
From this result it is easily deduced that also the values of the derivatives 
are algebraically independent over the field of rational numbers. This 
property again implies in particular that Gk(z), as function of z, does not 
satisfy any algebraic differential equation. 
6. The methods of my three papers are quite general, and I believe 
that they can be further generalized. In this direction, I suggest an investi- 
gation of the following problem. 
PROBLEM 2. Let z = (zI, . . . , z”) have the same meaning as before, and let 
{Ql = {fll>%,%. . .} 
be an infinite sequence of matrices of the kinds considered in Section I. 
Let ,further 
F?(Z) = f . . .hzoFr,h,. .h”Z!‘. . .z? 
hj=O 
(r = 1,2,3 ,... ), 
be an infinite sequence of piwer series with coejicients in the same algebraic 
number field K of jinite degree over the rational number field, and let these 
series converge in a certain neighbourhood qf the origin z = 0. Assume, that 
for each s@x r, F,(z) satis-es a recursive formula 
FA4 = arWr + lK.% 4 + W (r=l,2,3 ,... ), 
where the ar(z) and b,(z) are rationaIfunctions of zI, . . . , z” with coeficients 
in K. 
To obtain rest&s as to the transcendency of FI(zo) when z0 is a point 
with algebraic coordinates zoI, . . . , zo” suitably restricted. 
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Particularly promising seems to be the case where the matrix sequence 
(Q) contains only finitely many distinct matrices, but is not necessarily 
periodic. 
More important, but also probably much more difficult, would be a 
solution of the following problem, which would generalize my results 
in another direction. 
PROBLEM 3. Let z = (zI,. . ., z”) and 0 be as beJ%re, and let 
F(z) = f . . .hzoF*, .&zy.. .z!p 
h,=O ” 
be again a transcendental power series with algebraic coeficients which 
converges in a certain neighbourhood U of z = 0. Assume that F(z) satisjies 
an algebraic functional equation of the form 
09 : WW, WW, 4 = 0, 
where P(u, v, z) # 0 is apolynomial in u, v, zI, . . . , z,, with algebraic coeficients. 
To investigate the transcendency ?f function values F(zo) where z. is an 
algebraic point in U satisfying suitable further restrictions. 
The functional equation (P) is more general than the equations con- 
sidered in my Theorems 1 and 2. As a consequence, the methods of my 
three papers do not seem to carry over, and new ideas will be necessary. 
A solution of Problem 3, even a partial one, would lead to many interest- 
ing applications. I mention in particular the connection to the theory of 
modular functions. 
For let n = 1, Q = (k) where k 2 2 is a fixed integer, and let 
F(z)=j ?z! -z-l, 
c ) 
where j(m) is Weber’s modular function of level 1. By the transformation 
theory ofj(m), E’(z) satisfies an algebraic functional equation (P). However, 
a decision as to whether F(zo) is transcendental for algebraic zo, where 
0 -c jzoi -c 1, does not seem to be easy. 
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